You are welcome to visit Westhorpe Hall.
Please call us to arrange a convenient time.
Westhorpe Hall,
Westhorpe,
Stowmarket,
Suffolk IP14 4SS
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Westhorpe Hall, a residential care home
with a sense of history and links to Nature
Westhorpe Hall provides high quality, 24-hour care for twenty
residents aged over 65 years and for those who may have
dementia. Respite care can also be arranged.

All of our care is centred on respect for our residents and
their dignity, plus a determination to ensure that their life
with us is a welcome experience.
Also, and possibly uniquely in the UK care field, it not
only occupies a fascinating place in England’s history, but
also provides the elderly with a valuable link to the English
countryside.
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Westhorpe Hall at a glance:
n

The Hall provides a unique care home
environment – a Georgian building with
a fascinating Tudor history.

n

The Barker family’s stewardship of
the local countryside exemplifies a
commitment to excellence at the Hall.

n

As a family trust we are not profit-driven
and have an on-going policy of constantly
investing to improve the Hall’s facilities.

n

The extended family atmosphere is
captured by our mission statement:
‘Home from home care’.

n

Being fully CQC compliant and
committed to staff training is a
guarantee that Westhorpe Hall’s
care quality is and remains of the
highest standard.

Person-centred care
Our approach

Stowmarket

Home from
home care

Westhorpe Hall’s history
The village of Westhorpe is very proud of its Tudor and
royal connections and Westhorpe Hall is central to both. The
Hall was built by Charles Brandon, the first Duke of Suffolk,
as the marital home for himself and his bride Mary Tudor –
the youngest sister of Henry VIII. Known as Mary Queen of
France, she made Westhorpe her home until her death there
in 1533.
The original Hall was demolished around the mid 1760s, though
the distinctive Tudor three-arched bridge that straddles the
moat remains today and within it is our Georgian main building.

Nature’s contribution to care

‘Enjoying life at Westhorpe Hall’

‘Living at Westhorpe Hall’

The health benefits of contact with Nature are well attested.
At Westhorpe Hall we believe, unusually in the care field,
that allowing our residents secure access to our farm
(in which our care home sits) and its wildlife can be
beneficial for them.

Westhorpe Hall provides every facility for an enjoyable stay.
We cater for couples and all rooms are different in this
charming Georgian Grade II listed property.

‘Westhorpe Hall’s comprehensive administrative
practices cover every aspect of our residents’ stays.’

Providing a full range of quality services

Finally a comprehensive but flexible admin system keeps our
residents comfortable and contented. Further, as residents’
conditions change, so too does the Hall’s response.

From home cooked food to leisure activities every day,
with the aim of making our residents’ stays as pleasant
as possible.

Selecting the right care home can be a complex and difficult
task. We recognise this and that is why we help carers with
guidance about financial and legal issues.

In addition our services include:
n
n
n

Medical
Allowances
Hair

n
n
n

Medication
Newspapers
Religion

Giving guidance

Respite care
Laundry
n Pets
n
n

